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Soccer goes down kicking ....\b.. ~;'t. r v, .
Jl .
Chef says Idaho fare more
than meat and potatoes
Page 5
for a while longer.
According to Peg make,
vice president of Student
Affairs, the resolution will go
to a planning ,committee,
then to the president's cabi-
net and, if passed there, it
will go on to facilities plan-
ning and the physical plant
for implementation.
"Several members of the
administration have been
talking about a bike dis-'
mount zone for a few years
now. As the student body
Republicans seek
campus support
"I would be on of the only
people on the board who
have attended BSU, so you
would have a voice at the
table," Luna said.
Grant Ipsen, candidate for
re-election for Senate seat 17,
said he has close ties to Boise
State since two of his children
and a son-in-law are BSU
graduates. Ipsen said fund-
ing equity is a concern and he
placed the blame on the for-
mula used by the state to
determine university fund-
ing.
. "It's a question of fairness
and equity. The formula used
discriminates against growth
and newer universities," he
said.
When asked if he would
support a tax increase to
increase education funding,
Ipsen. said higher taxes
would be his last resort. .
"Tax increases would be
my. last option, but I never
say never, r he said..
Ipsen added that he was
hopeful the economy would
turn around and render the
issue moot. He cited a grow-
ing gross national product
and higher-than-expected
growth in the Idaho economy
last quarter as hopeful signs.
Ipsen said he has been a
supporter of hi~her ed dur-
ing his 10 years m the Senate.
He mentioned his role in cre-
ating a college savings plan
for Idahoans, who nave
opened .4,300 accounts, total-
ing $13 million in college sav-
ings.
In addition, Ipsen said he
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ASBSU President Chris Mathias helped introduce the bill separating pedestrians from students using wheeled transportation.
Photo by Jeremy Branstad, The Arbiter.
Dismount zone passes Senate
Proposal faces
several more
hurdles
By Elizabeth Puckett
TheArbiter-------
The ASBSU Student
Senate passed a resolution
Tuesday that will make the
Quad a dismount zone; how-
ever, wheeled transportation
will be free to roam the Quad
By Andy Benson
TheArbitcr-------
The College Republicans
brought their candidates to
campus Wednesday to stump
for student support for
tomorrow's election, Five
candidates braved freezing
weather to greet students in
the Quad and solicit their
support for the races for
superintendent of public
instruction, attorney general,
senate 'seat district 17 and
.house seats district 17 A and
B.
The economy was a key
concern; but none of the can-
didates advocated' tax
increases to restore education
funding -'at least not before
the election.
Most of the candidates
focused on issues impacting
Boise State such a~ equity
funding and educatIon bud-
get shortfalls. However, Tom
Luna, candidate for superin-
tendent of public a~min!stra-
tion, said his focus IS pnr~ar-
ily on K -:. 12 ed~c~tlOn,
adding that a more effiCientK
_ 12 system would leave
more funding available for
, higher ed.
"My focus will be that chil-
dren in K - 12 are prepared.
The more effectively we run
_K- 12, the more dollars avail-
able for higher- ed," Luna
said.
Luna said that as superin-
tendent, he would be able to
provide a voice for BSU at
State Board of Education
meetings.
;)
\
has increased, so have the
numbers of accidents and
near misses on this area of .
the Quad," Blake said.
"It's just a dangerous spot,
and if anY0f)e were to get
seriously injured, the univer-
sity could be held liable,
especially since we are aware
of the risk. We waited
because we knew we needed
student support for this."
Blake went on to say that,
since the resolution has sev-
eral more stops before it can
be implemented, it will still
be a while before students
see' dismount zone signs in
the Quad.
The resolution, sponsored
in Student Senate by Senator
Jim Sherman, asks that a dis-
mount zone be established
extending from the west side
of the Math / Geoscience
Building to the east side of
Albertson's Library.
According to the resolution,
it would be effective during
peak traffic times and
require all bikers, skate-
boarders and in-line skaters
to hop off their wheels and
walk.
Robert Shaw, an unde-
clared freshman, said he first
learned about the dismount
zone in The Arbiter last
week. After reading about
the resolution, he undertook
some research.
"I hadn't really formed an
opinion one way or the
other," Shaw said.
"I wanted to do some
research on my own, things I
felt hadn't had enough atten-
tion, so I went to facilities
planning, the library and the
campus security offices to
learn more. I went into the
Senate on Tuesday to share
my findings, but debate had
already closed and the reso-
lution had already passed."
However, he was asked to
serve on the dismount zone
Planning Committee.
See Dismount zone page 3
• . , . , '. Photo by Ted Harman. me Arbiter.
Senate incumbent Grant Ipsen (center) braved the cold on Wednesday to meet with BSU students.
co-sponsored legislation that them in the Legislature," she it's a priority ... if we can "We have' a lean budget in -
allowsuniversities to borrow said. avoid a tax increase,· that- this state, but I'm hopeful.
the state's credit rating in Garrett said she is con- would be best' for the econo- I'm arl optimist by nature.
order to finance new build- cemed with education cuts. my. Raising. taxes on the You need a strong education
ings on campus. He 'has also and wants to restore Promise backs of people is a hard way to provide a strong vwork
served as chair of the Health Scholarship funding, but said to do it." force.
and Welfare Committee.' legislators need to first get a Janet Miller, candidate for . Miller said ·she wants to
Kathie Garrett, who is run- handle on the budget situa- State Representative Seat see a .beefed-up auditing sYfr
ning for State Representative tion. Ideally, Garrett said, tax. 118, said she also wants to tern mldaho for collecting
Seat 17A, said she was at the hikes should be avoided. . see Boise State funded equi- taxes.
event to let students know "I'm really concerned with tabl)',despite a tight educa- "We need to. have-more
she wants provide avoice in the cuts to higher ed," Garrett tion budget. auditors to fihd people.""ho
the Capital building. said. "I want to make sure we aren't paying tneir}a>ces,'~
"I'ni'here to meet BSU stu- "We first have to see get funding that is equitable Millersaid. "Everyone needS
dents and tell them how where the budget is. We need between BSU· and other ,to pay th~ir share:' ••.•·yi, ..
excited I am to represent to make sure people know schools/'she said ..
j.I.~._--------~.~._--~-'-
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Campus Shorts
George Washington U.
police nab three
for indecent exposure
WASHINGTON D.C. -
George Washington
Universi~ police barred
three individuals from cam-
pus for indecent exposure in
GW bathrooms Thursday.
The three men, all unaffiliat-
ed with the university,
exposed themselves to
undercover officers in
Corcoran Hall and the
Marvin Center.
UPD runs undercover
operations in GW bathrooms
periodically, and each time
several individuals are
detained, university police
officials said. '
UPD Chief Dolores
Stafford said officers routine-
ly detain individuals for com-
. mitting "lewd acts," adding
that some of those detained
in the past have been GW
students. The age of those
detained ranges from 18 to
50, Stafford said.
The Web site cruisingfor-
sex.com, which began re-list-
ing GW bathrooms in
September, has continued to
list University facilities as
meeting points for public
homosexual sexual activity.
University Police first Another U. Florida
uncovered sexual activity in fraternity faces charges
GW bathrooms in November'
·;J999. In some instances, more GAINESVILLE, Fla.-The'
thanUl people were identi- University of Florida chapter
fied at a time, Stafford said. of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
'. GW students identified by was charged Thursday with
UPD are reported to Student committing hazing and
Judicial Services. Those not destruction of property at the
affiliated with GW are barred University of Central Florida
from campus. If a previously on Oct. 12..
barred person returns to cam- This is the second fraterni-
pus, they are arrested by ty charge letter in one week.
Metropolitan Police. According to the charge
letter, eleven fraternity mem-
bers, 10 of whom were
pledges, traveled to UCF
where. witnesses said they
saw the fraternity members
with their J?ants down taking
pictures With the lion statue
In front of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity house on
campus.
The letter said a university
police officer also witnessed'
East
South
U. Texas students
protest practices of fast
food chain
AUSTIN, Texas-Two-
dozen University of Texas-
Austin students dressed as
tomatoes, cheerleaders and
CEOs gathered outside of the
Taco 13ell on Guadalupe
Thursday in protest of the
low wages paid to the tomato
pickers the company buys
from.
The protest, organized by
the Campus Greens and
Concerned Citizens and
Activists, kicked off a four-
day national boycott move-
ment across universities and
labor and community organi-
zations that will include at
least 40 protests demanding
the workers be paid higher
wages. .
The protests are part of the
"Boycott the Bell" campaign
organized by the Coalition of
Immokalee Workers, a non-
profit organization based in
Florida that represents the
pickers.
The organization is calling
for the corporation to pay one
penny more per pound of
tomatoes or pass the cost on
to consumers by raising the
price of chalupas by one one-
hundredth. of a cent.
"That would effectively the members pulling a bus
double the salary of all peo- stop sign out of the ground
pie picking tomatoes," said and attempting to walk away
Perkins. with it.
Taco Bell contends that Earlier this week, Sigma
because it is the consumer of .' Chi Fraternity was charged
the product and not the with misconduct while
grower, the company can't be announcing for a date func-
responsible for the wages. tion, including dumping
maggots and bourbon on
sorority members. .
Brian Blank,
Interfraternity. Council exec-
utive vice president said he
thinks the recent infractions
do not reflect poorly on the
Greek community ..
News
Photo by Bruce Chambers/Oranga County Register
Firefighter Mike Meacham slides down the station pole in
Fullerton, California. Once disappearing in firehouses,
the traditional brass pole for getting from sleeping quar-
ters to the trucks is making a comeback.
Midwest
Franks said.
Franks said there are a
number of reasons why K-
State is below average, and
the university has begun to
address the issue.
She said the mission of the
Women in Engineering and
Science Program is to increase
the enrollment of women of .
all ethnic backgrounds. Still,
Franks said the program was
not developed because female
engineers needed special
helf..
Women don't need spe-
cial help. They have the talent
and the capability to complete
the program," she said.
"While other areas - law,
medicine, veterinary - have
increased their female num-
bers in the last 20 years, engi-
neering has not. The fact we
have this program says more
about enpIneering than about
women.'
To combat this problem,
the Women in Engineering
and Science Program, with
corporate and government
funding, has organized events
for middle school girls and
female high school students to
come to Kansas State
University in the summer and
learn about science, Franks
said.
Female students not
common in engineering
MANHA TTAN, Kan.-
Boys' club. College of
Engineering. Some may think
the two are one in the same.
Suzanne Franks, director of
the Women in Engineering
and Science Program at
Kansas State, said the College
of Engineering student enroll-
ment is about· 12 percent
female. This is below the
national average of 19 percent,
Monday, November 4, 2002 ..,, -,
Stress rising
for students
By John Austin 80 in'200l, 30 percent of 274
Knight Ridder Newspapers -- responding colfeges in a 2001
survey reported suicides on
FORT WORTH, Texas - campus, compared with 29
It's only midterm, but coun- percent a year earlier,
selors at Texas Christian Snodgrass said.
University have been busy The number of colleges
since early in the semester, reporting a suicide has risen
helping students who have steadily since 1998,he said.
threatened suicide, mutilated The suicide rate at
themselves or displayed Southwest Texas State hasn't
behavior of eating disorders. changed much, but, "We did '
"We reco&niZe that a col- have an increase in the num-
lege campus IS a pretty stress- bel' of attempts this year,"
ful place," said Don Mills, Snodgrass said.
TCU vice chancellor for stu- Campus mental-health'
dent affairs. experts report increases in
"It is not supposed to be other stress indicators among
stressful to the point that xou students across the country as
.can't comrlete your work. ' well.
Administrators, counselors First-year college students,
and students are having to for example, report feeling
work harder to guarantee that overwhelmed more often,
relief. according to University of
Stress among college stu- California at Los Angeles ,
dents is at the highest level researchers who compile'
many counselors have seen in results. of a national survey. :
their professional careers, said About 13 percent of male' :
Gregory Snodgrass, Ph.D., first-year students reported :
head of the Association of feeling overwhelmed in 1985; I
University and College by 2001 that increased to :
Counselirig Center Directors. about 17 percent, according to :
"Stress levels are up on an annual study by the
campus," said Snodgrass, Cooperative Institutional
who is also assistant vice pres- Research Program at the:
ident for student affairs and Higher Education Research :
director. of the counseling cen- Institute at UCLA.
tel' at Southwest Texas State The same study showed :
University in San Marcos. the sense of being over-:
"We had a suicide this year. whelmed was even stronger :
St. Mary's [University in San in females, rising from about I
Antonio] had one the first day 22 percent in 1985 to about 36 :
of class." _ percent in 2001, according to :
Most stressed students Jennifer Lindholm, a visiting :
don't commit suicide, but assistant professor of higher'
growing financial pressures education and organizational :
on students and the t;>resence change at UCLA who is asso- :
of more students taking pre- ciate director of the research :
scription psychotropicfmood- program. ' I
altering) drugs are among the Among those responding :
. factors driving the trend. to the survey, the percentage ;
According to the 2001 rating their emotional health '
national survey of counseling as above average or better :
center directors, "eighty- declined from ~ percent in :
seven {'€rcent of counselors 1985 to 53 percent in 2001. :
are seemg more severe. psy- The findings are part. of a .:
chologica1 _ problems," survey that has been conduct- I
Snodgrass said. ed annually since 1966. It:
. "That's been on the draws responses from- more .;
increase for the last four. or than 700 colleges and univer- :
five years." . . sities, polling first-time, full- I
Though the number of, time students who are typical- :
reported' college suicides Jy 18-19years old. :
dropped from 122.in 2000 to i
. I" Ii' I•
.West
San Jose State U. stu-
dents! get biot~rrorism
lesson
SAN lOSE, Calif.- The
biologica sciences depart-
ment organized a seminar at
the auditorium on bioterror-
ism featuring Stephen Morse,
a San Jose "State University
alumnus, now the associate
director for science in the
bioterrorism preparedness
and response program at the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
He defined biological war-
fare and terrorism, now a bio-
" logical terrorist attack could .
unfold and public health
issues including anthrax.
Biological weapons are
cheap, easy to produce and
undetectable, he said.
The ratio of dollars spent
to produce these three types
of weapon is millions for
nuclear,' to thousands for
chemical, to one for biologi-
cal, he added.
Morse said one of the most
common weapon delivery
methods is contamimiting
food, pharmaceuticals and
water, and the goal of the ter-
rorist may determine the
methods of delivery.
.Morse said the CDC cate-
gorizes various biological
agents according to the dam-
ages they may cause.
Category A, the most danger-
ous microbes, consists of
anthrax, ebola and smallpox.
Employee charged
with stealing $10,000
from U. Arizona
TUCSON, Ariz.-A
University of Arizona
employee was charged with
fraud and theft after he
allegedly spent upwards of
$1O,UOObuying items such as
a lawnmower a DVD to use in
vehicles, a digital camera, a
DVD System, a VCR, a
leather chair and a satellite
dish on a university credit
card, according to university
police reports.
Remohn Howard, 30, a
senior application systems
analyst for the department of
molecular and cellular biolo-
gy was arrested Oct. 17 and is
being charged with three
counts of fraud, one count of
theft and one count of inter-
fering with an educational
institution, the report stat~d.
NewlEditor ,I,
Andy Benson .~.--~
Phone: w
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News
Intertribal Native Council expands pow wow
Michael Taylor
Special to The Arbiter _
The Intertribal Native
Council and the BSU
Cultural Center will increase
the number of events for
their annual pow wow, from
four events last year to 12.
Throughout November
the Intertribal Native Council
and the Cultural Center will
screen films, teach sessions
on Native American cultural
art, and host a pow wow and
Native American dance per-
forrnances
Manning said they want
professors to encourage stu-
dents to attend these events
in order to increase aware-
ness of diversity issues.
The first film, titled
"Alcatraz is not an Island," is
about a group of Native
Arne ricans that reclaimed
Alca: raz Island in 1969, and
will 1e shown in the Jordan
Ballroom on Nov. 5.
Following the film, LaN ada
Boyer, an authority on.. the
events that occurred at
Alcatraz, will deliver a guest
lecture.
The final film, "incident at
Oglala", will be shown Nov.
25-
During the final week, the
intertribal Native Council
will teach sessions about
Native American cultural art
titled "Dream Catchers" and
"God's Eyes". Each session
will include demonstrations
on making dream catchers or
god's eyes, which are wall
decorations.
"1 never knew that every-
one· didn't have god's eyes
until I left my reservation,"
said Manning.
The pow wow takes place
on Nov. 23 at the Student
Union Hatch Ballroom. The
event is open to the public
and will feature drumming,
dancing, and other activities
performed by regional tribes
around the Boise area.
According to Larry
McNeil, advisor of the
Intertribal Native Council,
each tribe attending will
bring their individual Native
American culture with them.
McNeil said one dance of
particular importance is the
'Friendship Dance", which is
performed to unite people
from many different cultures.
"The pow wow is great for
the community, because it's
about sharing culture,"
McNeil said.
Henry Kissinger is fair game in pluralistic documentary
By Bruce NewmanFKfl]Y Ridder Newspapers
When Henry Kissinger
appeared before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
last month, offering his
views on a resolution then
pending before Congress
giving fhe Bush admimstra--
tion the authority to go to
war with Iraq, he was greet-
ed with a mixture of rever-
ence and awe by the commit-
tee's Democratic chairman.
"Dr. Kissinger, you're proba-
bly the single most listened
to voice in the last 30 years in
American foreign policy,"
Sen. Joseph Biden said.
It has been a quarter-cen-
tury since Kissinger left
power, he was national secu-
rity adviser to Richard Nixon
and secretary' of state under
Gerald Ford, but he is treated
like a god returning· to
Olympus with each fresh
ascent of Capitol Hill. Until
Eugene [arecki began work-
ing on a documentary about
the way Kissinger exercised
power, the director shared
the popular view of
Kissinger as "the Dr. Ruth of
u.s. foreign policy."
Those avuncular qualities
are almost entirely flayed
away in "The Trials of Henry
Dismount zone
from page 1
"1 still don't have an opin-
ion, really, about whether
this should be implemented
or not. I feel, though, that the
senate should nave done
more research before they
passed this resolution,"
Shaw said. .
Kissinger." Jarecki and
writer-producer Alex Gibney
have expanded upon "TI~e
Trial of Henry Kissinger"
(Verso, $22), writer
Christopher Hitchens' flame-
throwing indictment of
Kissinger as a war criminal.
The firm doesn't merely plu-
ralize the title, it pluralizes
the voices speaking tip for
Kissinger, which is more
than Hitchens did.
The filmmakers were
brought together in what
Jarecki calls a "shotgun wed-
ding" by the BI3C, to which
he and Gibney had both
turned, separately. for fund-
ing. And while there is little
question where their political
sympathies lie, it is their dif-
ferences - Gibney is 49 and
marched against the war in
Vietnam; Jarecki is 32 and
thought of Kissinger as "the
model statesman of his age" -
that prevents the movie from
becoming a diatribe,
"1 think Alex and I bring
very different perspectives to
the film, and that helps it
become a dialogue rather
than a case for the prosecu-
tion," Jarecki says by phime
from Los Angeles. "ThIS film
i~ no~? case for the pros~,cu-
tion, It s a case for a case ..
The United States has
recently opted out of agree-
Shaw said he found that
the debated stretch of quad
was actually broadened in
1995, when the library was
expanded. He also said that
the facilities planning depart-
ment already had plans in
place to expand the sidewalk
near the Math / Geoscience
Building, the most danger-
ous stretch of sidewalk.
The expansion will bc
ments establishing the
authority of international tri-
bunals to prosecute war
criminals. (while reserving
for itself the right to brihg
charges against the current
regime in Iraq), a privilege
Kissinger has asserted fre-
quently in his writings. But
the film builds a powerful
case for a case, showing tran-
scripts from CIA cables and
memos of meetings with
heads of state. Hitchens'
book served as a starting
point, but the movie piles up
the evidence of Kissinger s .
alleged duplicity.
"As we went forward
with our film, we were
uncovering new material,"
Gibney recalls. "Stuff was
coming out every day."
The film focuses on three
cases of U.S. buccaneering
under Kissinger: the Nixon
administration's secret
bombing of Cambodia, the
bloodbath in East Timor after
Indonesian President
Suharto was given the green
light by Kissinger and Ford
to put down a rebellion
there, and the CIA's involve-
ment in the overthrow of
Salvador Allende's democra-
tically elected government in
Chile, which resulted in
Allende's murder.
In archival footage,
happening this fall, with the"
addition of new grates from
the edge of the sidewalk
right up to the brick of the
building, according to Shaw.
"This is going to affect a
huge portion of the quad, not
merely a few feet in front of
the business building. It's
almost 700 linear feet of side-
walk," Shaw said.
"In essence, this makes my
Kissinger is shown disavow-
ing his involvement in the
overthrow of Allende, which
led to 17years of dictatorship
under Gen. Augusto
Pinochet. He denied ever
telling Suharto that he could
brutally put down the insur-
gency 111East Timor.
The filmmakers then cut
to an interview they did with
the u.s. ambassador to
Indonesia at the time, who
flatly contradicts Kissinger.
Newly released tran-
scripts of the conversation
between Kissinger and
Suharto that are shown in the
film make it appear likely
that Kissinger is not just for-
getful, but lying.
Five judges have attempt-
ed to summon Kissinger to
testify in legal actions involv-
ing Pinochet's crimes against
humanity, but he has stead-
fastly refused to appear in
any courtroom.
"While countries have
open, unanswered sum-
manses. for testimony from
Dr. Kissinger, it is odd to see
him giving testimony to the
American Congress,' Jarecki
says. "Not only odd, it's an
affront. It's an unquestioned
use of him as an example of
moral authority.
life harder, and the lives of
many other students harder,
rather than easier. And the
silent majority didn't have
the opportunity for input [to
the Senate]. I'm glad I get a
chance to serve on this com-
mittee, but I also feci more
students should have had the
opportunity to give
their opinion."
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Career Center Services
Career, Internship & Part-time, Summer,
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Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
hUp:!!carccr.boiscstatc.cdu
426-1747
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
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If you
By Erica Crockett
The Arbiter -----,-----
I know you don't want to
do it. I wouldn't do it either,
but the fire station is just
down the street from my
house and they happen to
have all the right equipment.
Unfortunately, I'm not
talking about feeding pyro-
maniac tendencies or visiting
muscled firemen. I'm talking
about getting involved and
getting out to vote.
It's not that voting is hard
or drastically time consum-
ing. In fact, it's. rewarding.
Besides knowing that you
played some rart in
America's politica system,
an adult praises you loudly,
using your full name, for
"doing your duty" and gives
We encourage readers to
respond in
letters for publication. .
Letters must be 300 words
or fewer. Please includc
your name, daytime tele-
phone number. major field
Vie oints Monda November 4 2002
dfsagree.get your ass to the polls
" ' .
you a nifty sticker. What an
Ingenious way to relive
those childhood years.
You might as well skip
out of that voting center,
knowing only the coolest
kids got your vote.
However, the voting
process can be more dis-
heartening than rewarding,
especially for those who dis-
agree -with the overwhelm-
ing political monopoly in
Idaho.
For those who don't pick
the candidates on the
Republican ballot, yes, you·
may cast a vote in favor of
another political party. You
may tell yourself that you've
made a dent in the side of the
status quo.
But listen carefully to the
noise that miniature ice pick
and card make when they
clash together. Doesn't it
sound like a pebble being
flung down a well?
Then why, might you ask,
do I vote? Well, I vote
because I can. It's true that I
don't.do everything I can do.
Spam probably won't look
good on my car's dashboard.
However, unlike the
Spam antics, I believe the
activity of voting has its mer-
its: Many people excuse
themselves from voting by
claiming that their votes
of study and year in school.
Please direct allletters to
editor@arbiteronline.com.
Letters are subject to edit-
ing. The Arbiter cannot ver- :
ify the accuracy of state- I
ments made in letters to the i
editor. Columnists' views
do not necessarily repre-
sent those of the Arbiter -
editorial board and staff.
rnetiArbiter
191()University Drive Phone:345-8204
Bolse,tdaho.83725 , Fax:426-3198
Oriline;www.arbiteronllne.com, . ,;',' '.
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don't matter/that they won't
have any impact. .' .
As I stated above, I agree
that one vote alone doesn't
count; but it. does count
when it's grouped with other
votes of the same kind and
held in relation to all other
votes. Idaho is one of the
most Republican states in the
JJ--..;;..------~------
flashing the .BroncoWeb
logo, cursing the heavens for
the unavailable classes.then
remember that and cast a
vote for change.
If you're sick of seeing
commercials of Kempthorne
claiming he's a friend of the
education system or Larry
Craig soap-boxing for the
Republicans would still keep
their crowns.
The point of voting isn't
always to cause change.
Voting is a subtle way of
telling those in power that a
'number of people do not
agree with current policies or
. current politicians. Punching
a card is like shouting an
controlled and meaningless
have a good excuse. for not
voting. But I refuse to believe
that America's voting system
is so corrupt that voting is a
worthless activity.
Everyone, Republican.i1?d
otherwise, should utilize
their vote and punch an
opinion into the p~litical sys-
tem. However, If a few
Republicans decided to
forego voting this year, it
would be okay. They need
not worry; I'd take them each
a sticker.
I refuse to believe
that I'm th/e only
non-Republican'
in Idaho.
Christensen responds to criticism
such an atmosphere, we employed as a waiter and a principle confused WithGuest need a leader who has pas- construction worker, but I Democratic candidate for
O
.. §ion. would hope that no one Governor Jerry Brady's plan
plIDOn . We need someone with would describe me as such to use PERSI retirementinnovative ideas, someone 20 years down the road accounts as ve..n~re ~apital,
who is ready and willing to when I efficiently run my perhaps the riskiest Invest-
follow President Bush's "No own multi-million dollar ment there is.
Child Left Behind" act. We international business. You are correct that I
don't need someone who Dear Jerry Helgeson, never interviewed any
refused to sit on a standards It is my understanding teachers before casting my
committee. We need an that you are an adjunct vote for Tom. Nor did - I
instigator of change, not a instructor in the math interview anyone in the
resistor of change. department. . So I will put office of the Secretary of the
I have done my home- my response in terms that State before casting my vote
work. I do know the candi- you can understand. for Ben Ysursa.
dates. You, however, seem 1996 Public School enroll- The beauty of democracy
to have your story wron!1' ment: 245,242. is that it allows us to choose
Tom does have a bachelor s 2001 Public School enroll- whom we .wish and not
degree. Many of the credits ment: 245,377. whom the employees of the
he earned, he earned from Total increase over 4 institution believe will be
this very university. years: +135 students. best for them. The people
It is correct: He did finish 1996 State Appropriation: elect the Superintendent of
his degree through corre- $788;375,775. Public Instruction, not the
spondence, but how is that a 2001 State Appropriation: teachers. Allow me to
measure of his management $969,614;949.. . demonstrate my reasoning
skills? As Superintenden.t of Total increase: for a vote for Tom Luna.
Public Schools, Tom will be +$181,239,174. Marylin Howard
charged with tasks that Increase per student: Rampant bureaucracy
require management skills +$1,342,452.40. growth + redundancy in our
more than they require edu- You refer to Mr. Luna's educational system + main-
cation skills. Many high pro- answer as "shallow." Luna's tenance of the status quo +
file CEOs alternate between answer is to expect more for angry teachers + students
jobs in industries the)' know every dollar invested in who aren't being held to
little about; nonetheless, education. I don't believe standards - funding for
they are valuable because of that requiring more for tax- other important state agen-
the.ir drive for success. payers' money is shallow. cies. Tom Luna = Financial
How dare you describe In fact, I believe that accountability + Parental
Mr. Luna as a car salesman demanding a high return on choice + Better paid teachers
or a Radio Shack manager? investment of public dollars + students who are held to
These are jobs he held while (as does Republican State achievement standards - tax
going to college - his Treasurer, Ron Crane) is a burden on Idaho citizens.
wholehearted effort to sup- staple of civil service.
port his family. I have been However, don't get this'
Time for real choices, not echoes
, ,\
nation. Republicans' vote
individually, but all their
votes together prove to be
politically potent.
I refuse to believe that I'm
the only non-Republican in
Idaho. Yet whenever I vote, I
get the feeling that I'm one of
the only liberals in the room.
In effect, I'm issuing a
challenge to anyone that dis-
agrees with the overriding
political monarchy in Idaho
to get out and vote. If you're
staring at a computer screen
By Brad Christensen.
The Arbiter ---~---
Dear Max Rich,
I have scoured the
records and can't seem to
.-- ,..--, --, find that you are enrolled at
BSU. Were you afraid .to
leave your real name? Or
are you even a student, as
you claim to be? .-
In any case; I hope that
you can find your way. to
campus to pick up this edi-
tion of The Arbiter.
I consider myself an
informed voter. In fact, my
experience as a lobbyist for
ASBSU gave me the oppor-
tunity to get to know many
of the people who are now
campaigning for 'public
office. '
One of the people with .
whom I dealt was Marilyn
Howard, who I found to be
a steward of the status quo.
Now, if our educational sys-
tem in Idaho was perfect,
and teachers were satisfied,
Idaho voters would have no
question of who to vote for.
However, I believe that
we all agree that our teach-
ers are hardly satisfied and
that there are problems with
our education system. In
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preservation of God in the
Pledge of Allegiance, then
get out and vote. I don't want .
to th~ of my votes as peb-
bles down a vastly deep well.
If others vote, those pebbles
will start to pile.
But even if more people
with! different political
beliefs get out and vote, I sin-
cerely doubt that all our tiny
pebbles will dislodge the
giant boulder in our way.
Even if every non-
Republican voted, the
I
opinion. It may not matter
what you're shouting about,
but it's bound to be heard by
someone.
Americans are lucky. We
have the ability to vote as we
like and have our votes count
for something (please disre-
gard the last presidential
vote).
This isn't Iraq and we
aren't obliged to vote for
Saddam. Individuals in Iraq
and countless other countries'
who know their votes are
As long as we limit credi- military spending and bal- 1980, events have only rein-
.ble choices to two, most cam- ance the budget. forced my belief in the need
paigns will sink into a dis- And of course given the to expand viable choices
It's election time. Although tasteful concoction of poll- zero-sum dynamic of two- across the political spectrum.
most congressional races are driven sound bites, negative choice politics, both sides To do so, we must change
so lopsided that incumbent attacks and avoidance of won't hesitate to bludgeon rules that make such candida-
re-election rates will continue important issues. opronents. The quintessen- cies all too rare.
to rival those of the former Democrats . and tia campaign success of 2002 First, we should adopt
Soviet Union, citizens face Republicans may fight bitter- was a political ad in instant runoff voting to give
. critically. important choices: ly In Washington, but it's get- Montana's Ll.S. Senate race independents and alternative
elections for governors who ting nearly impossible to dis- that was so devastating that parties a fair chance to com-
must make tough decisions in tinguish them during election . the opponent temporarily pete without bein17 "spoil-
these tight fiscal times, House season. In desperate bids to folded 'his campaign tent. ers." Attractive thud-party
and Senate races to determine be all things to half the peo- In our "winner take all" candidates and independents
control of a narrowly divided pie, both parties blur lines on system, campaign consultants could try to build majority
Congress and a host of ballot everything from corporate and their polls and focus support, without threatening
measures. malfeasance and Social groups have become political major party candidates by
In this great democracy of Security to even something as steroids, once used by one their mere presence
ours, one might expect a momentous as war. party, the other follows out of Second, w~ must consider
surge of voter participation to Both parties are too quick fear of fa1Iingbehind. following the lead of most
show the world l'ust how to abandon principle and Because of these modem modem democracies in
proud weare of se f-govern- their herita/?e for the eXJ?edi- methods, in close elections a adopting forms of propor-
ment. ency of Winning elections. small minority of voters has tional representation, in
_'IJUnk again. By "II indica- Republicans talk nice about much greater influence than which both those in the
tions, voters are not excited or education and tough about the rest of us. These are the majority and minority win a
enga~ed. In fact, experts are corporate wrongdoers and almighty "swing voters" who fair share of representation.
predicting that barely a third advance plans to subsidize have yet to make up their Only then will we have a
of adults will go to the polls. \.prescription drug costs-all mind.· .. , _ truly muscular democracy,
That's one of the lowest voter traditionally Democratic Think back to the battle for with "credible candidacies
turnouts in the established issues. When stocks tumbled, Florida's senior vote in the across the spectrum that
Democratic world for elec- they quickly buried the idea , 2000. presidential elections ensure important issues, and
tions of a national legislature. of funneling part of Social and the ,issues repeatedly the people that care about
A host of reasons' can be Security proceeds into private stressed in national debates, them, are not left behind.
fingered, but there's an essen- investment accounts. Medicare, prescription drugs In an era when the public
tiar one that many <;lverlook. Meanwhile, . the and Social SeOlrity lockboxes. itself is becoming :practically
Our two-party system has Democratic leadership fell iIi. AIl are important, but" other bystanders to elections, with
reached a dead-end. The two- line behind President Bush's major issues were ignored. In decreasing participation and
party system has its advo- bid to oust Saddain Hussein. thezero-stitn game' of "win- declining expectations, our
cates, but any advantages it .despite severe misgivings-by ner take all" politics,ify':ou're "winner take all" system has
.may once have providei:l. are. most of their party's voters. in the wrong demographic in failed us. A two-party system
swamped by problems' that On·. the campaign. trail they the wrong place, you might too easily can mean no Choice
are inescapable with today's mirrOJ:: Reputilicanvows to be as well be living on Mars. at all. We need bold reforms
marketing technology and tough on crime, crack doWn Since my independent to reverse these alarming
e.xpe..-rtI,"e. . . . on welfll1'e.<:heats; .increase· presidential Cf,mpaign. in trends. !d.-"
I., ,",' ..
By John B. Anderson
KRT FORUM -----
: By James Patrick Kelly
· The Arbiter ------
It's fair to say that
" Jonathan Mortimer is the
· busiest chef in town.
Not only does he run
Mortimer's Idaho Cuisine in
': Old Boise, host a weekly
" radio show on KBOI AM 670
" and teach cooking to kids at
J his Saturday workshops, he
· also recently put the finish-
'. ing touches on his cookbook,
'The Idaho TaMe, which
.. encourages people to use
., local ingredients.
~ Somehow, he still finds
_ time to teach his style of cui-
sine to student chefs at Boise
State.
Mortimer, who is current-
· ly the guest chef at Culinary
'. Arts through Nov. 15, said he
: .jumped at the chance when
, program head Kelli Dever
· gave him a call.
"I have been quite
impressed with the students
- I have worked with so far.
"I'm excited to have this
opportunity," Mortimer said.
"Chef Dever has done fan-
tastic job integrating acade-
mics with the real world of
running food service facili-
ties."
Chef instructor Vern
; Hickman would like .to see
~more local chefs get involved
in the program as their
,. expertise helps raise the bar
•"for culinary excellence at
r.c Boise State.
"This is an wonderful:i experience for our students.
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Left: Chef Jonathan
Mortimer instructs
a student chef at
Culinary Arts last
Wednesday.
Below: A salmon
roulade Florentine
stands high in the
'background. In
front is a plate of
composed fish and
chips served with
gaufret te pota to
chips.
FhiDs lJy TooHa1ron. The
Arbiter
Longtime. Boise'"
. cheL , <Jonathan,.
. Mortimer loves' the.
ingredients ..', . .that.'
Ic;liihoo#ershini·.····.··•...
So ,·rnuch,,··,hi?'
sP~I1~s'm?St~ftJie'
tlple u1!Us,kltchen.'J
at' "M0rtime(s In:i;'
014 Boise J1,lsipg:,\
local fIayorsWlth"
,his" .' ...signaWr~.·'
re~ional".American·;;
cuisine....·.·,',
On Dec. 5, his
new cookbook; The ..'
Idaho Table; is slate~r.
to hit the shelves·'
natienwide. Withill'
the IJages; readers
will· find reciRes
that .. call for
Northwest,'ingr§i~ ."';,
en.Is." . T: incl u. dl.·n.:g...'I d. all0. : ~lk..'.
:~~dve~~6~~b:~f,n tild
mushrooms' and fresh'
herbS."". ..;
His .cookbook.encori!-' ..;,,;;....,;...;.:.w...;
ages Reopl~ to use thectlli~. . .:',; <~~;;.i,.
nary treasures available in" Mortz1Jter wtll be" .. . 'I' ,
the .Intermountain West ·'.signing:i;QJ?ies·o['fJi .
and mcl.ud:es seasonal rt;(Jr, Iallho tPable tit the' :
ommendations for appetiz- , " , '
ers, soups and salaas and' Gran:a ,GqUr
entrees ...". .' ' .....·.d,owt#'·Y(iif
"There js,so mudtrii5h:t. .~..;y...;~....,..... . " .. "
h', '.' . b k "'d'" :HJ.Ueremour. own,ac yarer·;,/{:
~,- .-.,;.-, .; ..... -: '.-,'~
;'..1'1.'-·:"
They get -to work side-by-
side with these great chefs
and learn different cooking
styles and methods,"
Hickman said.
"Everyone benefits,
including the instructors,
because it helps us keep up
with the culinary trends."
Mortimer, a Ketchum
native, graduated in 1983
from Horst Mager Culinary
Academy in Portland, Ore"
which is now Western
Culinary Institute.
Following graduation, he
went to Europe and did
cooking stints in Norway,
Italy and France.
After returning to
America, he ran kitchens in
Seattle, Portland, Boise and
the Bay Area. '
In 2000, he and his wife,
Shara, opened their name-
sake restaurant in the historic
Belgravia Building where he
fuses his European experi-
ences with local flavor.
"There is an old-world
style in doing business
directly with the farmer or
rancher," Mortimer said.
"I like to pair things
regionally using European
cooking styles. I have always
found that doing things this
way creates more harmony
in a dish."
Mortimer is a stickler for
using local ingredients and
said the Northwest offers
him great variety, induding
hand-foraged morel mush-
rooms and huckleberries,
rainbow trout, Idaho venison
and locally grown herbs and
salad greens.
"The public perception
has been that Idaho cuisine is
all about meat and potatoes.
In actuality, this is simply not
true."
Mortimer's current four-
week Culinary Arts menu
boasts Northwest specialties
such as salmon roulade
Florentine with braised fen-
nel and a crisp russet potato
fan, composed fish-n-chips,
.consisting of golden-brown
medallions of halibut, trout
and salmon and a vegetarian
sampler plate with forest
mushroom turnovers, carrot-
essence risotto and orange-
ginger spaghetti squash.
The Culinary Arts' dining
room is open to the public for
lunch· Tuesday through
Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. For group reservations
call 426-1957.
761-2772
WeOon't 00 Windowsl
macmagic@cableolte.net
Your Premier Source
for AU Things Macintosh
in the TreasureValleyl
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'. . .. roneos win againorsey sets recorbs
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter ------
It only took one minute
and twenty-four seconds of
the first hill for the Broncos
to outscore Texas-El Paso in
the Sun Bowl on' Saturday
night.
Brock Forsey rushed for
114 yards and set three more
Bronco records in an over-
powering win against UTEP,
58-3. .
Forsey added three touch-
down runs and one touch-
down reception as he set the
records for most touchdowns
in a season (20), rushing
touchdowns in a career (39),
and points in a season (120).
Boise State (8-1, 5-0 WAC)
allowed UTEP (2-7,1-4) a 25-
yard Keith Robinson field
goal mid-way through the
first quarter. After that, the
Bronco defenders shut down
the Miners the rest of the
way.
While the offense was as
high-powered as usual, the
defense showed up big as
well, allowing less than ten
points for the second straight
week.
Boise State took advantage
of UTEP's two inexperienced
quarterbacks, picking off
four passes, including two
interceptions by Wes Nurse,
and one each by Travis
Burgher and Gabe Franklin.
Nurse also led the Broncos
in tackles with 14.
Just about everyone who
. made the trip to El Paso saw
action as head coach Dan
Hawkins put the second
team in with less than four
minutes left in the third quar-
ter.
Back-Up running backs
Donny Heck. and Jeff
Carpenter combined for 112
yards in place of injured
David Mikell, who tore his
posterior cruciate ligament
against San Jose State.
Carpenter capped off the
scoring with a 26-yard run in
the final minutes of the game.
Quarterback Ryan
. Dinwiddie almost went
unnoticed in another solid
game. Dinwiddie threw for
three touchdowns and
rushed for another.
Dinwiddie's first touch-
down pass, 69 yards to Billy
Wingfield, proved to be the
game winner.
The win keeps the Broncos
atop the Western Athletic
Conference, one game ahead
of Hawai'i.
Boise State beat Hawai'i,
58-31, on Oct. 5.
Despite another com-
manding win, Boise State
continues to get snubbed in
the Top 25 polls. This week's
coaches' poll, released on
Sunday, ranks the Broncos
the same as last week, 27th,
but with two more points
at123. In the Associated Press
poll, the Broncos moved up
one spot to 30th with 51
points.
This week the Broncos are
back in the friendly confines
of Bronco Stadium as they
welcome Rice (4-5, 3-3). Boise
State will be seeking revenge
from last season when the
Owls took out the Broncos,
45-14, in Houston. Rice beat
Tulsa 33 to 18 on Saturday.
Sports Editor
Phil Dailey
Phone:
345-8204-x103
E~mail:
sports@arbiteronline.comorts Monda, November 4, 2002
Soccerelirninated from playoffs
By Aaron Barton
The Arbiter -------
Boise State's hopes of
making the Western Athletic
Conference tournament
were dashed on Friday with
a 3-2 defeat to Rice
University at Simp lot Field.
The Rice Owls entered the
match with only one win on
the season, and tied with the
Broncos for last place in the'
WAC. Both squads were in a
must-win situation to secure
advancement into the post
season.
Kristen Cambetta got the
Owls rolling early, scoring
the first of her two goals just
five minutes into the /?ame.
Teammate Raffi Belizairc
Boston College frustrates Notre Dame
As an everyday citizen running' for political office, and a parent of a college student, I am
calling out to young adults, and the BSU community. you can exercise your power, your
numbers, and your voice to make a difference. It is time to leave the tired retread
politicians of the past, which includes my opponent, behind us. We must move forward
with open and effective leadership, and I ask for your vote, so I can go to work for you. If
"the people lead, the leaders will follow.
Rock The Vote! Be a part of the solution.
For infonnation to register, call Ada County Elections at 287-6860
Paid for by Citizens for Carter, Michael Hughes, Treasurer
t1 L-.....,..:.- .,- ---s;'-'--------~-------'lJii!L-~-------..:.,:....:.:..---1
By Dick Weiss
New York Daily News ---
SOUTH BEND, Ind. The
record crowd of 80,935
walked out of Notre Dame
Stadium in stunned silence,
numbed by what it had just
witnessed.
Unranked Boston College
punctured Notre Dame's
national championship bal-
loon here on Saturday,
defeating the fourth-ranked
Irish, 14-7, on a cold, autumn
afternoon. '
Itwas the Eagles' first vic-
tory over a ranked team after
23 consecutive losses. But BC
- the only other Catholic uni-
versity. playing Division I-A
football - a~pears to have
Notre Dame s number in big
games. The Eagles upset the
Irish in 1993 when Notre
Dame was 10-0 and ranked
No. 1 in the country. On
Saturday, they handed the
Irish their first loss after eight
straight victories.
Notre Dame first-year
coach Tyrone Willingham -
whose team most likely will
fall off the BCS radar screen
this week -felt frustration
Feel Dissed
!
ptsemranchtsed
Disregarded
Dtssat'stied
.-!
The Broncos' Amy Dunn pushes through Rice's players during Friday's game.
after the favored Irish self-
destructed. Notre Dame's
West Coast offense went
south. The Irish lost three of
seven fumbles, threw two
interceptions and scored
only once in six trips to the
red zone.
"When something unchar-
acteristic happens, you can
normally come up with an
explanation," Willingham
said. "But this defies expla-
nation. I was disappointed
because 1 felt like it didn't
have to happen."
Boston College (5-3)
scored both of its touch-
downs off turnovers to take a
14-0 lead. Tailback Derrick
Knight, who rushed for 129
yards on 26 carries, scored on
a 25-yard run with 2:39 left in
the first quarter after line-
backer Josh Ott recovered a
fumble by tailback Ryan
Grant. Then,· Ott, a 6-2, 225-
pound junior from Silver
Springs, Md., scored on a 71-
yard interception return with
4:03 left in the half after BC
cornerback Trevor White
pressured backup quarter-
back Pat Dillingham, who
was temporarily in the game,
November 5th You Can Elect
,IJerry_
ADA COUNTY COMMISSIONER
The Time Is Now!
for woozy starter Carlyle
Holiday, and forced him to
throw ,up a floater.
"Turnovers win the
game," Ott said. "1 think we
definitely shook them up
after those two."
If BC was looking for any
extra psychological motiva-
tion, it found it as soon as
Notre Dame ran through the'
tunnel, wearing seldom-used
but fabled green jerseys.
Willingham said he made
that decision a week ago to
show solidarity with the stu-
dent body, which 11<)sbeen
wearing "Return to Glory" T-
shirts to home games in an
effort to create a "Sea of
Green."
But the jersey switch
struck a nerve with BC coach
Tom O'Brien and some of his
players.
"1 think that excited us,"
O'Brien said. "When our
kids saw the green jerseys,
they took it as a great sign of
respect, like we're a team to'
be reckoned with. I also think
our kids took it as a little bit
insulting, that they're going
to need the green jerseys to
beat us."
Then Vote For'
"Leadership
Advocacy
Change
broke through the Bronco
defense and drove towards
Boise State goalkeeper, Amy
Ortmann. Belezaire's ensu-
ing shot proved to be too
much for Ortmann, who was
only able to deflect the shot
onto Gambetta for an easy
score from about 12 yards
away.
The Lady Broncos
responded in the 33rd
minute with a strike from
junior captain Brittany
Zoellner. After driving up
the left side of the field past
an Owl defender, Zoellner
evened the score at one with
her fifth goal of the season on
a beautiful shot that found
its way to the far post past
the Rice goalkeeper.
Rice quickly stole the
momentum back with a sec- •
ond strike from Cambetta,
merely two minutes after the
Bronco goal. The Owls took a
3-1 lead when Sara Yoder
capitalized on a one on one
opportunity with Ortmann
l'ustminutes into the secondlalL .
Megan McCoy brought
the Broncos their second,
and. final, goal of the match
in the 58th minute. ~McCoy
drove the ball across the
midfield and hit an unassist-
ed shot from 30 yards out
that caught the Rice goal-
keeper off guard.
With their season on the
line, Boise State stepped up
the intensity and came at the
Owls. The Broncos were
dominant in the second half
with both possession time,
and scoring opportunities.
However, the Lady Broncos
were once again plagued
with the inability to find the
net when they needed to.
In spite of being out shot
12-8, the Rice Owls were able
to hold on for the victory and
improve to 2-12-2, and 2-5-0
in WAC play.
Boise State falls to 5-10-1
overall, and 1-6-0 in the
WAC as they head into their
final match of the season
versus Tulsa.
Boston College's Doug Bessette (18) gets in between Notre Dame's Arnaz Battle (3) and
Rhema McKnight (5) to break up a pass in the end zone late in the fourth quarter of
the Eagles 14-7,upset over. the Fighting Irish on Saturday.
The last time the Irish had cials ruled he was out of
worn green at home was Oct. bounds.
26, 1985. That's when they "1 can't honestly tell you I
(hanged from blue to green saw it," Willingham said.
jerseys at halftime of a 37-3 "But from those who had a
win over USc. The Irish lost chance to watch the replay,
the last time they wore green they thought it was a touch-
_35-28 to Georgia Tech in the down. We're not going to
1999 Gator Bowl. whine about it, though."
Notre Dame appeared to The Irish finally scored
score first when Holiday with 2:25 left in the game
scrambled, then threw what when Holiday unleashed a
looked like a 17-yard TO 20-yard TO pass to freshman
,rass to Omar Jenkins early in wide receiver Maurice
the second quarter. But offi- Stovall. Willingham consid-
ered an onsides kick, but felt
the Irish, who had two time-
outs left, had time for anoth-
er score if they could pin the
Eagles deep. But Knight
helped BC pick up two first
downs and chew up most of
the clock, giving the Irish just
12 seconds to come up with a
miracle from their own 24-
yard line.
Their prayers
unanswered.
went
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Volleyball team fails
to win at home
Hawai'i ended the game with
an 18-30 win over the
Broncos.
Hawai'i has a perfect
record this year of 21-0 over-
all and 9-0 in WAC confer-
_ence piny. Willoughby led
- the team in kills with 17 and
two service' aces. Lily
Kahumoku had 10 kills and .
10 defensive digs and middle
blocker Lauren Duggins had
10 kills and one service
ace. Hawai'i had a team
total of 12 blocks.
Boise State's leaders
were Kate Alderson and
Tarncisha Hastings
with IO kills each and
Chera Sommers with 15
defensive digs. Boise
State had a team total of
five blocks for the
match.
This was the last
game at home for the
Lady Broncos and for
the two seniors Chera
Sommers and Tameisha
Hnstillgs.
"It's sad that this was our'
last game (at home). It went
by too fast," Hastings said,
The Lady Broncos will be
the road the next two weeks
playing Fresno State,
Hawai'i, San Jose State and
finally Nevada.
_ The Lady Broncos adjust-
ed themselves in a timeout
and found the best way to
return the ball was to tip it
over Hawaii's towering front
row. The final score was 15-
30 in Hawaii's favor.
Boise State scored the first
point in game two, but was
unable to return the fast-and
hard jump serves by
Willoughby. The Broncos
Tanya Dobson
The Arbiter -------
Saturday, Boise State saw
what the elite in volleyball
looked like when Hawai'i,
ranked second in the nation,
came to the Bronco gym.
"They are awesome and
we are lucky to get a chance
to play them," senior
Tameisha Hastings said.
In a full Bronco
gym,' the crowd
watched in awe as
Hawai'I's hitting
powers Kim
Willoughby and
Lily Kahumoku
proved victorious.
Hawai'i has eight
players that stand
over 6-feet tall,
which is intimidat-
ing to a Boise State
team with only
three players near
that height. Hawai'i
took the match in
three games.
In game one, the Lady
Broncos started strong, keep-
ing up with Hawai'i with a
score of 7-8. Hawai'i then
stepped things up by setting
Willoughby over and over
again, leaving the Broncos
scrambling to dig the ball
and the crowd with their
mouths hanging open at
Willoughby's power.
!
. !
found themselves in trouble
when Hawai'i was given the
opportunity to hit the ball.
The final score of game two
was 14-30.
b game three, Christina
Moore had a big kill to get
the first Bronco point.
Megan Tranter was able to
find a hole in Hawai'i's
defense three times, putting
her game total of kills to five.. Photo by ABron Beck. The Arbiter.
Head Coach Scott Sandel fires up the Broncos during Saturday's game.
Cross country teams finish fourth, sixth in WAC
_ Br; l~i\il.oailey , cham.pionship at Norbuck with a total of 68 points. In ' CROSS COUNTRY
T lC Aroiter Park in Dallas. , . second was Tulsa (85) fol- r~".,l,.• I/.~
On the men s Side, lowed by Nevada (87). UTEP r.., .~ ,'! rA~-,
The Southern Methodist Southern Methodist's 30 earned a fourth-place finish
men and the Rice women points were 33 better than with 93 points, while 2002CHAMP~a?~S,~!,~
won the 2002 _ Western _second place UTEP. Tulsa Southern Methodist (95) was
Athletic Conference Cross finished third with 71 points. good for fifth. 1 f
Country Championship on The Bronco men finished As a team, the Lady Resu ts rom Saturday's
Saturday. fourth with a combined time Broncos finished in sixth WAC Championship
Texas-El Paso's Bashir of 2:10:34. Boise State's top place. Robin Wemple led the
Ibrahim won his second indi- finisher was Miles Wiscombe Broncos on the women's side Women's 5K results
vidual title in as many years, at 25:25, which was good finishing in-sixth place with a
while Southern Methodist's enough for 11 place. time of 18:12. Boise State's
Karin van Rooyen won her For the women, Rice finish was one point ahead of
first WAC title. Southern earned its second Western Hawaii's.
Methodist held this season's Athletic Conference crown
Place
31 Sleven Hinkle 26:32
40 Jarrett Kuzmic 27:21
46 Aaron(Buck) Slone 27:42
Place
42 Laura Ellsworth 19:43
52 Amy Allen 20:18
62 Becky Ward-Guyette
20:38
63 Sarah Doty 20:46
65 Dara Charlton 20: 53
I
,I,-
\
Men's 8K results
Place
11 Miles Wiscombe 25:50
13 Michael Ciampini 25:59
16 Jacob Powell 26:07
17 Forest Braden 26:08
28 Josh Sherven 26:30
Place
6 . Robin Wemple 18:12
18 Kayla Christensen 18:52
39 Aree Stone 19:32
Miami winning streak now at 30
McGahee said his goal was to
reach 1,200 yards.
"My priority is to get a
national championship," he
said Saturday. "If 1,200
comes, it comes."
McGahee said the turf toe
on the underside of his right
big toe was "bruised real
bad" Saturday; "but I had lo
suck it up and do my job."
Rutgers strikes first
The Scarlet Knights
became the first team to score
first against the Hurricanes
this season when tailback
Clarence Pittman capped an
80-yard drive with a 'l-yard
touchdown run.
Next Dorsey record
Ken Dorsey's 'I-yard
touchdown pass to Kellen
Winslow Jr. with 10:13
remaining in the game was
the 78th of his career and
broke former Syracuse quar-
terback Donovan McNabb's
Big East mark.
Dorsey's 20-yard touch-
down pass to Andre Johnson
with 13:56 remaining was
Dorsey's 77th career touch-
down pass, tying McNabb
for the record.
Dorsey was replaced by
Derrick Crudup with about
six minutes left in the game.
Scott, Dorsey hurt
Defensive back James
Scott went down with a con-
cussion during kickoff cover-
age late in the fourth quar-
ter.i.Dorsey fell on his left
hand late in the third quarter
and went into the locker
room to get it examined, but
missed only one play. He
said it was "fine."
Romberg, "but deep down
in your heart, it's awesome to
be a part of such a winning
program _ to kind of forget
what it feels like to lose a
football game around-here. I .
hope it stays that way."
What does the 30-game
streak mean to linebacker
Jonathan Vilma? "Nothing,"
Vilma said in the locker
room. "Except that we're
one game closer to winning
the championship."
Other Miami streaks
extended Saturday: 15 victo-
ries on the road.21 Big East
victories.
As far as Rutgers' place in
history, the Scarlet Knights
won the first college game,
beating Princeton 6-4 in 1869
at New Brunswick, N.J.
McGahee tops 1,000
On a 7-yard run, Willis
McGahee reached the 1,000- .
yard milestone for the season
with about 11 minutes left in
the third quarter. The sopho-
more ended the game with
187 yards _ 147 in the first
half on 23 carries.
McGahee, who had 200
all-purpose yards Saturday,
became the seventhUM back
to rush for 1,000 or more in a
season. He has 1,034.
He also scored two rush-
ing touchdowns Saturday to
bring his season total to 16,
moving him .closer to
Edgerrin James' UM single-
season record for rushing
scores (17 in 1998).
"I feel happy," McGahee
said. "It's a relief. I think I
was trying too hard to get
1,000, and I was missing
some of my reads."
Earlier in the season,
By Susan Miller Degnan
Kllight Ridder Ncwspapers--
PISCATAWAY, N.J._ The
University of Miami made
history Saturday at Rutgers,
the birthplace of college foot-
ball.
With their 42-17 victory,
the Hurricanes won their
sou. conseclitive game, sur-
passing their school record of
29 and tying Texas' 30 con-
secutive victories from 1968-
70.
"I' just want to keep the
streak going, whatever it is,"
Miami coach Larry Coker
said.
Oklahoma owns the
longest win streak of 47,
accomplished from 1953-57,
when there were no scholar-
ship restrictions.
"I don't want to be com-
fortable where we are,"
Coker said. "If we're com-
fortable where we are, we're
in trouble. We really don't
talk about the streak.
"What 30 in a row says is'
that my little toddler grand-
sons are coming here, and
when they're 12, we'll kick
back and talk about it. And
the players will do the same
'thing. But for now, it's one in
a row. That's where it starts.
We want to win, but not for
the streak itself."
Oklahoma (1948-50),
Pittsburgh (1914-18) and
Pennsylvania (1896-98) are
the teams UM would tie next
week if the Hurricanes win
their 31st consecutive. game
by defeating Tennessee.
"We're really not concen-
trating on the win streak,"
said UM center Brett
I
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Our grades are
slipping •..
• Kempthorne cut 8.5 million
from Boise State University.
• Fees rose 12% in 2002.
In the I990s, Idaho's student
fees rose faster than every
state's but two.
+ Idaho received a D+ in higher
education affordability in a
national study.
• Needed campus buildings
have been postponed
indefinitely
Are you ready to face the c VOTE JERRY
BRADY:. student government senator-at-large
elections are in Novemberl
•
election packets will be available to pick up on
Wednesday, October 16, 2002 at 8:00am.
only those who care about:
• current events on campus;
• have a concern about student issues;
• and want to be heard need apply!
Jerry Brady will restore
the cuts to higher
Brady for Idaho.PO Box 985 • 1020 Main,#90·Boise,ldaho 83701
(208)429-1942 • www.bradyforldaho;com '
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The flicks ... :
'Igby Goes Down' Is .
an uneven debut
By Jim Toweill
The Arbiter -----
Writer / director Burr
- Steer's first feature-
length film, Igby Goes
Down, wields an all-star
cast and primarily con-
cerns a teenage boy who
feels like he s "drown-
ing in assholes."
Now this is a fairly
common sentiment
among 17-year-old
males, but in Igby's
(Kieran Culkin) case,
he's probably making
. an understatement.
Igby gets beaten by
classmates as well as by
his therapist. He's chas-
tised and browbeaten by
his neurotic, pill-pop-
ping mother (Susan
Sarandon) and his intol-
erably haughty older
brother (Ryan Philippe).
His father (BiliPullman)
is holed up in a mental
institution and he's
wary of his stiff, creepy,
ostensibly benevolent
godfather, D.H: (Jeff
Goldblum).
So, he escapes to New
York, in hopes of avoid-
ing the harping gaggle
of dysfunctional vam-
pires. Not only does he
find this impossible, but
he discovers a whole
new and equally disap-
pointing caste of absur-
dity, including D.H.'s
.mistress Rachel and an
equally disenchanted
girl named Sookie
(Claire Danes).
Igby strides through
the .chao.s, flinging ~ar-
castic qUips and maxims
about life all the way,
and doesn't seem more
than marginally affected
by it. In fact, he's not a
much more sympathetic
character than these
"hypocrites" - he's
merely got a few more
charming lines. He
engages in plenty of
wry, extraneous dia-
logue that is occasional-
ly very funny but fails to
add much depth to his,
or any other, character.
Most of the rest of the
characters, despite the
efforts of generally stel-
lar actors, are flat and
singularly idiosyncratic
due to Steer's often
painfully inane dia-
logue. They're all shown
to be broken and deeply
flawed people, but in
such a way that they're
only pathetic, not com-
plex or interesting.
Some scenes are rem-
iniscent of Scinfcld or
certain parts of Thc Royal,
Tcncnballllls, except that
while the characters are
still flawed and tragical-
ly self-interested, they
are stripped of their
endearing, humorous
quirks.
Steer also tries to
tackle a maelstrom of
important themes -
broken families, the rel-
evancy of art, illicit 'and
prescription drug abuse,
nympliomania, sexual
abuse, violence, identity
.. problems, matricide,
euthanasia, severe men-
tal illness, etc. - that
he's simply not able or
prepared to explore in
this medium. .
The few outstanding
and emotionally afflict-
ing moments in the film
come courtesy of Igby's
father and are mostly
due to Pullman's evoca-
. tive acting. These scenes
are so much richer than
the rest of the movie that '
they feel like. they were
cut from some other,
more important film.
Igby Goes Down is less
a coherent picture than a
patchwork of' scenes
that are alternately
vapid, harrowingly dra-
matic, bitingly comedic
and wincingly
. amateurish.
Photo by Ted Harmon, The Arbitor,
Paul Taylor sizes the silver band he soldered during his demonstration.
Local artist fills mentor's shoes
Retirement
gives alum
his chance
"I rmll.'! like /he idea
4 killg able /0 pro-
dl/C/' II Ilil'((' of (II'I
ilta! ie, no! [u»! 1(1 II('
I(lukl'd III, IJIII ihu! is
[uuc! ionni. "
.--. Paul Taylor
/vrt hr-iructnr
By Kate Roberson
The Arbiter -------
Former professor Donald
Douglas taught art metals at
Boise State far 30 years.
When he retired abruptly last
spring to relocate to his new
Oregon ranch, the Art
department was faced with a
serious dilemma: Douglas'
classes had already been
scheduled and filled, but
there was no one to instruct
them.
. Fortunately, Paul Taylor, a
former student of Douglas'
who gradu3ted from Boise
State in 1999, stepped up to
fill the void. '
" "Douglas knew that I
'wanted to come back to teach
-at BSU if possible," Taylor
said.
~. "When he retired he [told
:the department) that he
knew someone working on
their master's who would be
;~,good replacement for me
:':Intilthey found a permanent
professor." .
," The department took
~pouglas' recommehdation.
:'raylor is currently fil1ingthe
'position while Boise State
:Conducts a nationwide
:Search for a permanent
replacement. . ,
, In addition to teaching the
was eventually downsized to
a broach called "Heart of
Industry." Taking the con-
cept of sculpture and turning
it into something that might
be worn gives the piece a tan-
gible individuality.
However, very few of his
pieces ever become adorn-
ments.
"1worked as a goldsmith-
slash-bench jeweler for three
, years, so I've had that side of
it ... I was always doing other
people's work, and that
drove me nuts. I wanted to
do my own art," Taylor said.
Taylor taught a semester
of metals as an undergradu-
ate. "1 loved it. I knew that in
order to teach at a college I
would need to get my mas-
ters, so I quit working at the
jewelry gallery I was at and
started my [graduate
degree]," he said. '
Taylor currently lives out
his ambition in the Liberal
Arts Building, where he
teaches nine credits. The
class that will be available in
the spring teaches the essen-
tial techniques of metal-
smithing, from sawing metal
to soldering and design.
Photo by Ted Harmon, The Arbitor.
Paul Taylor demonstrates soldering technique during a class last Wednesday.
of art that is not just to be
looked at, but that is func-
tional," he said.
"Toys, games and puzzles
fit that criteria of being
works of art, but also of
being functional [pieces) that
can be handled and played
with. And of course I'm a kid
at heart. Most adults are, I
would hope."
Though he has done jew-
elry work in the past, it is far
from his focus,
"[My work is] more on-
the-edge, small-scale sculp-
ture than anything."
One of his pieces, a wall
mounting called "Industry,"
processes, different design
ideas," Taylor said.
"One of th.e things I ~id
was an ancient Egyptian
game, because I had never
been able to find one to buy
and I so wanted build one."
The project soon went
from conception to reality.
"I really like the idea of
being able to produce a piece
metals courses, Taylor is at
work on his thesis project,
which is focusing on toys,
games and puzzles.
"During my first two
semesters of grad school I
was essentially told, 'just do
.a little bit of everything until
you find something that you
really enjoy,' so I experi-
mented with lots of different
WANT TO AVOID
· UHT.MEL Y DISASTERS?,
www"profsnot~s.(om '
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you the "highlighted" text, extracted directly from your t~xtbook.
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'R · ,am gets personal
By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter ------
.Twelve song~ in just 42
minutes, and that includes
the bonus
track. Tracy
Chapman's
sixth studio
album, Let It
Rain; is
indeed a
compact
package.
The
emphasis is
on quality,
not quantity,
and producer
John Parish
has aimed for
exactly the
core strength
of fhe
Chapman
sound to get
that message
across. You
might know his work with
The Eels and PJ Harvey and
relate to, the stripped-back
-purity of his sounds.
Chapman was at her most
potent early in her career.
Songs like "Fast Car", "Baby
Can I Hold You" and
"Crossroads" are still her
most memorable.
Having said that, this is an
album that will appeal to her
old fans. However, I'm not
sure it will expand her fan
base. Chapman is a few may
steps right of a Beth Orton to
make a modem-day compar-
ison. She's first and foremost
a contemporary folk singer,
but occasionally she does hit
us with a hook.
Let It Raill has been mar-
keted correctly with the most
commercial song, "You're
The One," the obvious choice
of single. Later on she ups
the tempo in "Say
Hallelujah,' but the basis of
the album is the intimate bal-
lad. "Happy" is actually
quite sad, and the title track,
"Let It Rain," placed first on
the album, makes a state-
ment about where the album
is going musically.
The darkest and most
modem use of production on
the entire record is called "In
The Dark." It has an almost
gothic, Enya-like sound.
Why "Over In Love" is
credited as a' bonus track, I
do not know. It's not like
there is an abundance of
musical items on the record
and the song certainly fits the
format of the album.
. Tracy's last album, Telling
Stories, didn't reach the
heights of her first two
records,
T rae y
Chapman
and
Crossroads
but there is
- a mysteri-
ous beauty
to Let It Rain
that makes
it fit well
with those
two albums.
Having
sought' uni-
versal
change in
the 1980s,
T I' a c y
Chapman
has. started
to" explore
her personal
inadequacies. Her soft-cen-
tered sloganeering is
replaced by lovelorn whis-
pers, the youthful confidence
~ellowing to shy introspec-
tion.
Surrounding her acoustic
guitar are occasional strings
and vibes and faint touches
of roots-music instruments
includinl? the banjo, dobro,
steel guitar and accordion.
The settings work with the
material, leading it rather
than forcing it in inappropri-
ate directions.
Wisely, she has chosen
John Parish, PJ Harvey's pro-
ducer, to bring an edgy sheen
to these acoustic songs.
Parish makes the most of
Chapman's warm voice and
slow-dripping emotion.
"Hard Wired" is the only
track that even touches on
political themes. It's a song
about the humiliations of
reality TV and the way that
medium seeks to manipulate
"all the secr,ets and the mys-'
teries you've been selfishly
withholding," turning them
into "sit-com dialo~ue and
advertising slogans.'
But she's just as effective
in analyzing the smaller-
scale humiliations of being
dumped in "Goodbye," not-
ing how "It's all in the one
word / You hope will make
you . young again/
Goodbye."
Ben Kline has a healthy dislike for large corporutions restricting access to the airways.,
Photo by .Ieremy Branstad. The Arbiter'
around. the world which he
downloads from indy-
media.org and radio-lall.net.
The audio includes every-
thing from Noam Chomsky
to first-hand accounts of
WTO protests.
"I've been getting letters
While other kids were from the prison every week.
watching their favorite car- They're like,' this is the best
toons on Saturday morning, show. I don't agree with·
Ben Kline was listening everything you say, but it's
intently to NationalPublic opening my eycs.'" Kline
Radio. said. .
Kline's early fascination Kliriealso produces Fort
with radio led him to his cur- Hazel, a program of his
rent projects at Boise State. favorite music, which con-
He produces two student sists largely of underground
radio programs on AM 730,··repertoire. If you want to
which he deems "Rock n' hear original music that
Talk." you've never beard before,
One is a two-hour talk .' this is where you should
show airing every tune your radio dials.
Wednesday at 8 p.m. called In his sixth year at Boise
Haymarket Cafe. Kline said State, Kline is finishing his
he named the program after last semester. Now that his
an incident in 1886 when the reign in student radio is
U.S. government executed nearly complete, he urges
seven anarchists in the students to become involved.
Haymarket Square of "You can be a radio pro-
Chicago. ducer. It's so open, wide
As well as adding his own open, that anybody can come
insight and favorite music to in and do a show. You can be
the program, Kline plays un- a radio star!" Kline said.
copyrighted. audio from ,iIt's a little piece of paper
you fill out that says 'I want
a show. It's going to be like
this.' And you have to be
able to make a sample pro-
gram. And then you'll get a
show if it's good enough."
Although student radio
currently lacks the resources
to maintain a spot on FM
radio, Kline reminds stu-
dents that they still maintain
quality radio programming.
He still has some hope left
for the life of student radio at
Boise State after he leaves.
Kline said that ASBSU has
expressed their support of
student radio.
"They say they're really
. behind it, but we'Il see,"
Kline said.
"I'd like to sec Chris
Mathias not vote for a presi-
dent that won't wholeheart-
edly commit to make a stu-
dent radio station happen. I
want to see,' KBSU actually
put up an antenna."
During the day, AM 730 is
a jazz radio station. At night,
AM 730 doubles as the sta-
tion for all student-radio pro-
grams. Unfortunately, the
station is forced to lower
their power in the evenings
due to a conflicting AM 730
station in California. The end'
result is that student radio is
difficult to hear.
Kline would like to see a
separate FM station for stu-
dent radio.
Although Kline has put
his energy into improving
student radio, he feels his
efforts. have been stifled by
lack ot student participation.
"I guess students don't
want to participate. That's
my opinion of BSU students
at this point, is that they
would rather just come be
sheep straight out of high
school and not be active,"
Kline said.
Kline also believes that
support from KBSU would
help student radio with their
efforts. Currently, the
Communication department
runs student radio.
"They [KBSUj have the
capital and the facilities, like
the engineers, to be able to
set up an antenna lickety-
split ." Why can't they build
an FM station down here,
just for students?" he said.
By Lauren Consuela Tussing
The Arbiter -------
Coolio returns with sharp beats, lyrics
By Terrence Persaud
The Daily Cougar (U. Houston)
(U-WIRE) HOUSTON -
Coolio has decided to join the
ranks of Vanilla Ice, Warren
G, Public Enemy and EPMD.
He's joined the "comeback"
bandwagon.
Thour.h some rappers
shouldn t come back to the
main stage, Coolio looks to
be one of the select few -:
like Dr. Ore,' Public Enemy
and Snoop Dogg - who can.
Coolio was never famous
because of fancy promotions
or the amount of jewelry he
claimed to own but for a
sound that was felt by every-
one.
With £1 Cool Magllifico,
Coolio has put out a beauti-
fully crafted CD. Instead of
falhng into a pit of horribly
produced beats and redun-
dant, ridiculous rhymes,
Coolio showcases his
·thoughts throughout. the
album.
The CD issfull of West
Coast G-funk beats and
rhymes that'll amaze your
mmd. It's weird that the guy
who created such hits as
"Fantastic Voyage" and
"Gangsta's Paradise" has
released an album that is as
great for a Sunday afternoon
drive as for a party.
Also, just about all of £1
Cool Magnifico is lyrically,
interesting. The lyrics aren t
about shooting your mother,
walking around fully
strapped or the "amount of
ends and ice you rollin'
with."
On most of the tracks,
Coolio speaks about his
dreams of racial harmony,
not battling with the police
and having women love you
for yourself. On the other
tracks, he's still got love for
weed, women and beer.
It's reminiscent of the
alternating thoughts and
messages the late Tupac
Shakur used on many ofhis
albums. Though Coolio has
always kept this vibe
throughout 'his career, it's
truly embodied in this
album.
The party track that'll real-
ly make you feel that G-funk
beat is "Skirrt," featuring B-
Real of Cypress Hill. Tnat's
right, Cypress Hill makes -a
guest appearance on the .
track - and doesn't just rap.
about smoking herb.
The track to play for that
Sunday-afternoon picnic and
chilling with your friends is
"Sunshine." The beat is r.ret-
ty mellow and sounds like a
Kirk Franklin record.
Perhaps the main reason
this album works is that it
has a groove that isn't pre-
sent in most current rap
artists' works. And Coolio
makes it look easy.
The highly talented artist
took a few P-Funk records,
plugged them into a beat
machine, sat down and
wrote some lyrics that'll
make Tupac cry tears of joy
- wherever he may be.
.
. ASBSU Student Government, SUB
=Residence' Halls
_ Albertson Library
_ Student Involvement tenter, SUB
-,nformation Desk, SUB·
_ComputerLabs
FACULTY RECOGNITION AP,PLICATIONS ARE OUT!
GIVE SOMETHING BACK TO SOMEONE WHOSE MADE
A LASTING IMPACT TO YOU!
Applications are available for the 17th Annual Faculty Recognition Reception at:
. The 17th Annuc:il Faculty Recognition Reception is on December 9, 2002~t6:00 pm.
This reception and'award ceremony is being held to recognize outstanding facultY
members from all departments. schools and colleges at Boise State .University .. For .
more information call ASBSU at 426-1440
" L __ --JL--------.-..----,-,-~----,--4Io:-~----:-.....J
Wanted: Women's
Neopreneor
insulated Waders
869:.49P9
41.,Vnity
Custom CeremonieS
• weddings, unions '" more
Dark.lGreen Loaded
Moon Roof 9000 mi.
$12,9990BO
Call 724-1565
• Sororities. Oubs
• Student Groups
.Fr"temities
E.unSI~thlsi>emeliterwith
• pro ven Camrw'undnlser
3 hourfwld~.""lOur
programs make fundralsing
e.asy with no risb. Fundraising
dates are filing quldJy, so get
with the ~rogramllt works.
ContactC';;'~raIsct
at(888),~,crvisit
www.campusfundraiser.rom
• coordinating, planning,
consulting services
Pontiac Sunbird SE
Red Convertible, V4
Fuel inl'ected Runs
perfect.
$1,400 0);l0 429-9151
ASTROLOGY
CLUB
Searching for people
intereste<i in the
astrology. Call Kif
Ewing 433-0151';
NEED A PHOTOG-
RAPHER?
Engagement, wed-
dings, family,
quinceaneras, por-
traits Call Porters
Photography !'63-5967
www.porterspho-
tos.corn
~day spa services
1500S. Orch~d
440-4622 82 Chevy Suburban
2WD Diesel $1500
Call 345-2678www.unirywedoings.corn
~
CHIROPRACTIC
Serving all-your
chiropractic needs.
Call DrJim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walkingdistancefromsub
l025lh:OOAve. ~0837lXi
"Ask about our BSUdiscount"
90 Ford Taurus,
Pwr. Wds, Drs,
Seats, inclds. 4 Stud.
Tires! $1200/ obo
Sande 208~630~3961
it
82 Suzuki 1100'
Motorcycle, Full
Dress, Needs Tranny
work, $600412-3616
or 703-8767
BED-Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. New-
still in plastic, with
warranty. Value
$699. Sell $150. Can
deliver 866-7476
Attn: Bicycle
Commuters
Motion propels us.
Inertia sustains us. I
would like to inter-
view bicycle com-
muters who would
like to share' some of
their
momentum. Can I
hear your story? I'm
working on my
senior seminar pro-
ject, Let's meet for a
beverage to familiar-
ize-my treat.
Email w / info
pdgreear@rmci,net
Paul Greear 463-039
1999 Chevy Cavalier
Great Shape, Low
Miles, $7,500 Call
861-5550 Leave a
Message Mattress Set, Full
Size Brand new in
pkg. Value $499
Sacrifice $135. Call
866-7476
Yamaha
Snowmobile Needs
Motor Installed $100
412-3616 or 703-8767
3 piece wall unit
each section approx.
-3 ft.x1.5 ft.x6.5 ft.
$100 Contact
375-4836
There is a Super
Smash Melee
Tournament in the
BSU Student Union
on Nov. 16 call
377-8088 for info
78 Merc Bobcat HB
4-cyl AT, Has Issues,
Runs, $200412-3616
or 703-8767
2002 Saturn SL2
Okay, okay-if you were
wrong, you can still send
another e-mail to
contest@arbiteronline.com with
the correct answer, and you 'H be
rewarded with one entry for the
weekly drawing just for being so
persistent!
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question
of the week, then submit your
answer to
contest@arbiteronline.com. The
correct answer will be printed in
the Thursday's edition. If you
were right, you'll be rewarded
with two entries for the monthly
drawing-if you were wrong,
your answer will be passed around
the office and laughed at!
, L~ok fOl·-thi~ ,~eek's' '~'
;' question on pg..3! i'
J'!':0t"':,;:n:7
.i:;jfjiZi:~
All e-rnails must include an
answer (preferably a correct
one), your name, address and a
phone number-so we can hunt
you down if you win.
Monthly winners will be
notified by email or mail, along
with an announcement in the
first edition after the winner is
chosen. The Grand Prize
winner will be announced in the
Dec. 16th Finals Relief issue.
Contest runs 09/09/02 though
12/12/02.
All winners will be selected by a
random drawing of eligible entries. All
entries containing the correct answer
will be entered into a grand prize
drawing, to be held at the end of the
semester. No purchase necessary. All
prizes will be awarded. Grand prize
will be one semester of free books. to
be provided by the BSU Bookstore.
Used books will be provided where
available. This offer is void where
prohibited or restricted by federal,
stale, or local laws. Employees of The
Arbiter, the BSU Student Union, their
families and government employees
are not eligible. Applicable taxes are
the sole responsibility of the ,vinners.
~ ~T."-'_""-''''
POINTY-HAIRED CONVICT
'}i~f~;~~~:t6:~f~;5Ai.'·'.
'Wfl..y"roeVSrOUT Of.'
TI:USJ"OINT.·; .
. WELL...THf>.TDIDN'T
WORK:i.OH,I GH
IT: THIS IS f>.LITTLE.
JOKE 'YOUPLf>.'YON
ALL THE FRESH t'\Ef>.T.
PC games brand
new Tiger Woods
PGA 2001, Triple
play baseball, Sim
City 3000 Cheap!
336-1418
For rent 1 bd home
$285 / mo+dep util
incl Call 344-2147
Ask for John.
Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students I
United Parcel Service
Employment
$8.50/hr ~
No Weekends rups1
Shifts available ~
to work around
school schedule
Help Wanted
Independent couri-
ers Weekly pay, set
schedules Must
have own vehicle
6 yrs, or better high
gas mileage a plus, 5
days a week PT 2-5
hrs Drug Free
Workplace No
weekends, all bank
holidays off. ..
Immediate openings.
Equal Opportunity
Contractor Call Leon
Turner Metro
Couriers 208-377-
2002 Serious
inquiries only
please.
Housing
Roommate Wanted
Now Thru January
4, Pay Total of Orily
$500f! Walk to BSU,
867-4732,it
2bd 2ba Apt
w /W&D Close to
BSU $389+$50 dep
+1/2 util Ready
12/1/02 Call 869-
2777
Information:
On~Campus Call:
426-5627
On the Web:
shopt@ups.com
UPS isanEqual Opportunity,
AffirmativeAction Employer,
Flexible
Schedule
300 sf. Room, walk
in closet, separate
phone line & fridge
avail. Share 19 NW
Boise House w /
family of 4. $325/ mo
utils incld, On bus
route @ Collister
/State/Bloom Nice
enviro, a real must
see/meet. $150'
dep. 343-2611
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 866-291-
1884 ext. 435 We need customer
service reps.
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
Work for rent.
Upper class student
or married couple,
secluded in country
2 miles to BSU 1 bd
house, fum. car req.
Nopets,
Housecleaning, yard
care, ironing, etc.
Cost avg. $50 / mo
Call Barbara 336-
7001
BroncoJobs
4\N"""'.i1.,,,,,&i,,.
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Horoscopes----
it
Jobs/Help Wanted
Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/ day
Potential. Local
Positions, 1-800-293-
3985 ext 223
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.belsestate.edu
really on your side. If it
won't walt until next
week, a "great deal" is
liable to be way too
expensive.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a 5 - Hunker
down and try not to
draw much attention to
yourself. Somebody
else wants to give the
orders now and is not
in the mood to listen.
Save your suggestions
till later.
Pisces
(Feb. 19·March 20)
- Today is an 8 -
Contact a distant friend
for inspiration, That'll
hold you till you can
get tog~ther in person.
Travel ISnot a great
idea now, but maybe
the two of you can
visualize a hug over the
phone.
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By Linda C. Black Gemini something, and it could
Tribulle Media Services (May 21-June 21) be something big, .
- Today is a 6 - Nobody
Today's Birthdar. (Nov. said it was ronna be Libra
4). Your energy evel is easy. And i they did, (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
rifht up there with that they were misinformed, - Today is a 6 -
o the superheroes this The task yop've been Discretion is advised.
year, This is ~ood, since assigned requires plan- Others may not be free
you'll face a ew diffi- . ning,.concentration and to telI alI, and you
cult situations, Get up persistence, Take it one shouldn't either. See
to date on the latest step at a time. how much of the puz-
techno-gadgets, That'll zle hOu can figure out
help a lot. Cancer wit out asking, That's
To get the advanta~e,
(June ll-July 22) the game.
- Today is an 8-
check the day's rating: Neither a borrower nor Scorpio
10 is the easiest day, 0 a lender be. Not now, (Oct, 23-Nov. 21)
the most challenging. anyway. Business deals - Today is an 8 - You
are likely to go sour, can power throuy,h just.
Aries Stay home and snuggle about any obstac e
(March 21-ApriI19) instead, now. This is good,
- Today is a 5 - If you because obstacles wiIl
owe anybody monel' Leo certainly arrear.
pat; off your debt. I it Huly 23-Aug. 22) Others wi! attempt to
wi I take a while, form - Today is a6 - By now throw you off course.
a plan. No need to tell )Toushould be getting Let them know it's
friends or loved ones, things~ust the way you futile. That should
Taking action is more want em, There are quiet them down.
important. still a few minor adjust-
ments required, but • Sagittarius
Taurus you'd better consult the (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
(~ril 20-May 20) other people who care - Today is a 5 - Is some-
- oday is an 8 - before you make those body leaning on you?
Somebody wants to tell adjustments. Trying to force you to
you what to do. Is that do something you don't
reallr such a r,reat Virgo feel right about? Think
idea. If so, re ax. If not, (Aug. 23-Sept. ll) of it as a test.
)Tou'd better scurry out - Today is an 8 - You're
the back door,. pronto,! about to make a discov- Capricorn
cry that could lead to (Dec. ll-Jan. 19)
great changes. Keep - Tod'd- is an 8 - A
asking the tough ques- "frien "who's putting
tiollS. You're onto pressure on you isn't
,Crossword
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11/04/02
58 Napoleon's 1814
address .
59 Defeat , ..
63 Grave letters?
64Tuli1 right!
65 Hesitation
syllables
40
'ACROSS
1 Glorify oneself
6 Pack cargo
10 Hillside by
a loch
14 Hill or O'Day
15 Vega's
constellation
16 Conger and
moray
17 Hebrew text
18 Impersonator
19 Access road,
20 Chinese food
chplce
23 Worked Into a
lather'
26 Cut, like lumber
27 Color property
28 Urban RRs
31 Molten rocks
35 Invalidate '
38 Cross
40 Act division
41 Pekoe or oolong
42 Slit formation
43 Page t.aken from
a periodical
45 Squelched
46 Home of St.
Francis
47 Cheering word 8 Sandwich
49 Stop cookies ,
50 Lobster traps 9 Battle practice
52 Cutting edges 10 Waters north of
55 Use tough love the Aleutians
60 Algerian city 11 Gather In
61 First name In , 12 _ mater
mysteries .13 ·TV letters for
62 Deep ravinl?l games-
66 Presented 21 Poetic piece
67 "~Know How He 22 Trophies'
. Feels' singer 23 Type of daisy
68 Mt:cti less 24 Pound pieces
cordial· 25 VIrgil's tlero
69 Snow-day ride 29 Word on diet
70 Hit sharply foods
71 Gets by- 30 SCornful
loOk
DOWN 32 Thawed
1 Belf~ .occupant? , 33 Play opening
..2 John B Yoko 34 Tolerates.
3 Televise . 36 Not ready for,·
4. Postage. . harve8tlng
5 Lake In the 37 U1ndlord
Sierra Nevada 39 Cheerlol .\'a ScorIa • 44 Pitcher's .'.
7 Secretarial opponents·
mIstake 48 Cable channel
\
2, 3 4 6
14
27
35
43
60
66
69
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Solutions
51'·ln8ectlvorOU8
'.·'mammal
.53~ound Judgment
541;lhell'rlval.' .;
.55'Stlrps'records
. 56 BymoUt!1·. .
57SlIen,t g;:eetlng
